County of Worcestershire Archery Association
Bursary Guidance

New Bursary Structure 2020
To qualify for consideration:
You must be a Junior Archer, Coach or Judge whose primary club is CWAA affiliated (taken to be
the club through whom your Archery GB affiliation is paid) or a Direct member of Archery GB and
affiliating through CWAA. Please read relevant section below.
Other applications from clubs and archers will be considered on a case by case basis.
Please use the Bursary application form from the CWAA website and apply to the secretary by
September 30th or dates as applicable for coaches and judges.
Claims should include reasons why the expenses are unavoidable and over & above those
expected by a “normal” archer.
Claims should include some statement on how the archer will enrich archery in Worcestershire.
Briefly outline other sources of funding pursued to meet these commitments.
The claimant may be asked to provide documentary evidence of the expenses mentioned in the
claim.
Requests will be considered during the October committee meeting.
Payments for approved claims will be sent out after this meeting, using the details on the form.
Questions regarding this process should be addressed to The Secretary in the first instance.
The committee’s decision is final, and no correspondence will be entered into.
The decisions will not be made public.

Coaches
Level 1 courses cost £250
CWAA will subsidise a maximum of £150. Initial £125 and £25 after 1 years coaching
Archers pay £125.
If they pass the course, they can claim £50 from WMAS, this must be done within 12 months of
passing the course.
This leaves the archer paying £50 unless clubs give some support or other funding is found.
Level 2 courses cost £450
CWAA will subsidise a maximum of £275. Initial £225 and £50 after 1 years coaching
Archers pay £225.
If they pass, they can claim £100 from WMAS.
This leaves the archer paying £75 unless clubs give some support or other funding is found.
The above is only for courses run by CWAA and for CWAA members.
For courses outside of the County support of £50 for Level 1 and £100 for Level 2 is available.

Juniors
To future proof the scheme and simplify the situation:
A maximum of £1500 pa will be available for Junior funding with a maximum of £250 per Junior
within any year.
Juniors should submit claims for reimbursement of appropriate costs by the 30th September and
subject to approval from the committee will get a maximum of £250 or 1500/n whichever is the
lower amount. (n being the number of juniors applying)

Judges
This makes the scheme easy to monitor and mirrors support from WMAS, but at a lower level.
On an upgrading of level, Judges can claim £40 (from October 2020)
From January 2021 judges who officiate at a minimum of 4 shoots within the County within the
previous calendar year can claim £40. Evidence to be submitted by the end of January.

